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Die Maintenance

Die Maintenance Module
When scheduling part production, Manufacturing personnel need to have access to equipment status. Personnel need to be able view
equipment conditions and histories to efficiently plan production. Equipment maintenance personnel need an online record of
maintenance tasks and a means of being alerted when planned maintenance tasks are approaching.
One of the foundations to capacity planning is the ability to know the current condition and planned maintenance of equipment on the
plant floor.
The Die Maintenance Module is used for inventory control of dies (tooling).
A set of dies is associated with each part/job. When one or more dies of the set is unavailable due to repair, the die set, and therefore
the job, cannot be run. Tracking which dies are out for repair enables scheduling to be aware of which jobs can or cannot be run.
Each die has a current status (waiting repair or available), repair history, washing history, and production history. The Current Status
will include whether or not the die is available. If it is not, then also included will be the problem description, date and time entered
into the system, estimated repair time, and the repair priority/urgency.
The Repair history also includes a problem and resolution description, date and time entered into the system, and the date and time
the repair was completed.
The Washing History includes the date and time performed.
The Production History includes summarized production data of cycles, cycle times, running time, and non-running time. There is be
one record for each shift and job run.
This information will then be used to generate Work Orders and provide reporting of:




Daily report to T&D leader of work to be done.
(List of dies to be repaired sorted by priority/urgency)
Ability to show work done to a die so far.
History of selected die include repairs, washing, and summarized production.

This module gives the status on which dies and how many dies are/were in the Tool Room, indicating the estimated and actual Repair
times and what the Maintenance issue was.
This information will then be made available to the Scheduling Module to allow a scheduler to immediately know if and when parts can
be produced using this Die.
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